OUR TECHNOLOGY SAVES
LIVES AND IMPROVES

ROBOTIC MANIPULATION

QUALITY OF LIFE.

Don’t just move through the world…interact with it!

RE2 Robotics develops

Highly Dexterous Manipulation System (HDMS)
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On the civilian side, HDMS can help people with
physical limitations to improve the quality of their
lives. In industrial settings, HDMS can alleviate
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RE2 ROBOTICS

SPECIFICATIONS:

BENEFITS:

Available in 11, 15 or 16 Degrees of Freedom:





.



15 DoF: Two identical 7-DoF arms (includes
all of the above plus a wrist pitch and an
additional wrist roll joint) plus a 1-DoF torso
pitch.



16 DoF: Two identical 7-DoF arms plus a 2DoF torso (pitch and yaw).
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11 DoF: Two identical 5-DoF arms (shoulder
roll, shoulder pitch, shoulder yaw, elbow
pitch, wrist roll) with a torso pitch.
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Payload independent: HDMS has more
payload ports than a single-arm system,
allowing users to add extra payloads, such
as cameras, imaging sensors, navigation
and communication systems.



Intuitive Control: HDMS is controlled
using RE2’s propriety Imitative Controller,
which is a scaled model of the robot’s
manipulators.

Compatibility:


Open architecture that supports JAUS and
ROS communication protocols



Compatible with AEODRS architecture



Compatible with the U.S. Army’s Interoperability Profiles (IOP)

Power-dense: The 11-DoF HDMS system
weighs just 33.5 pounds, but can lift 120
pounds (more than triple its body weight).



